
BASIC SCIENCES

This paper describes experimental results on the
image resolution and uniformity improvement in single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) with
a noncircular detector orbit, implemented by a combi
nation of rotational and translational motions, compared
with a circular orbit.

Earlier simulations performed by us (1) indicated that
a noncircular detector orbit achieved by the above mo
tions would give significantly improved resolution and
uniformity. The resolution improvement occurs because
the detector is brought closer to the patient with respect
to the depth-dependent collimator resolution. The uni
formity improvement is due to the shifting of the detector
center relative to the object center as the detector is ro
tated, which results in smearing of central-ring artifacts.
This shift results from the translational component of
the motion.

SPECT resolution is fundamentally limited by the
planar projection resolution, which is determined largely
by the collimator resolution. Narrowing the gap between
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detector and patient improves the projection resolution.
This results in better SPECT resolution and contrast
(2,3). We will see that this improves detection of small
lesions and gives better edge definition with large le
sions.

In SPECT imaging with a circular orbit, the system
atic nonuniformity of projection sensitivity causes ring
artifacts (4,5). Suppression of rings away from the re
construction center requires imaging a correction flood
that is accurate to the 1â€”2%level (4,5), or smoothing of
the projections and the correction flood (5). In either
case the artifact at the reconstruction center remains.
During rotation, translation of the detector to achieve
a noncircular orbit results in reduction of the central
artifact amplitude by a factor of 20 (1).

THEORY

Detector motion. The method of achieving a noncir
cular orbit by a combination of rotational and transla
tional motions is shown in Fig. 1. For illustration we have
chosen an elliptical orbit. The initial detector face is
horizontal at line 0. The rotation radius is the minor axis
of the ellipse. The detector is rotated to angle 01bringing
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A noncircularorbitimplementedby a combinationof rotationalandtranslational
motionsinsinglephotonemissioncomputedtomographyimprovessignificantlythe
imageresolutionanduniformity.Theformeris realizedby closeraccessof the de
tector to the object at each projection angle, and the latter by suppression of ring
artifacts through the shIfts In the distance between the centers of detector and
object.ThIshasbeendemonstratedby comparingthe SPECTImagesfor an ellipti
cal orbit of 40 cm X 30 cm with the equivalentcircularorbit of 40 cm diameter,
performedby SPECTsystemwfth a highresolutioncollimator.ResolutionFWHM
improvementswere 1.5-2.5 mm. Lesioncontrastimprovedby a factorof 2.8 for a
nonradioactiverod of 6 mm diam. in phantomimages,the ellipticalorbftshowed
betterdefinitionof lesionshape,sharperedgeresponse,andclearly increasedde
tectabllity.Translationalmotionreducedringartifacts,particularlynearthe image
center.
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FIG. 1. Schematicofnoncirculardetector
orbit withrotationaland translational me
tion.

the detector surface to the line 1'. Then the detector is
translated by an amount D1so that its surface 1 becomes
tangent to the desired orbit. In general, the point of
tangency is not at the center of the detector. The next
imaging angle is 02. If this were achieved by rotation of
02fromtheinitial horizontalposition,thenthedetector
surface would be at line 2'. Then the translation by D2
would bring the detector to line 2. In practice the detector
is rotated from 01 to 02 and the amount of translation
would be D2 â€”D1. From the description it is clear that
arbitrary orbits can be achieved.

Resolution and confrast. SPECT resolution is a
function of the projection resolution, projection bin
width, filter used, and the position in the SPECT image
(1â€”3,6). The projection resolution depends on the in
trinsic detector resolution and that of the collimator. In
air, a high resolution (HR) collimator in our system has
the resolution (FWHM) shown by the curved line in Fig.
2. The resolution in water is 10â€”15% poorer. The filter
should be chosen to match the detector system's pro
jection MTF, and the projection bin width chosen to
minimize aliasing and reduce the effects of sampling. We

have chosen a Butterworth filter with a half-power point
of 1.1/FWHMC. The FWHMC is the projection resolu
tion at the object center. The half-power frequency for
the filter was chosen because it produced a resolution
that was 0.2 mm worse than that ofa ramp filter, but had
one third of a ramp's rms noise at the image center. The
position-dependence of the SPECT resolution is a con

sequence of changes in attenuation and collimator res
olution with depth.

For the special case of an elliptical orbit, bringing the
detector closer for the vertical views will produce im
proved horizontal resolution. The vertical resolution will
remain unchanged. It is clear that the resolution will
improve over the entire reconstruction volume, as seen

in Fig. 2. The axial component of the 3-D SPECT point

spread function (PSF) is determined by the axial pro
jection resolution, which also benefits from a noncircular
orbit.

The main sources of contrast degradation in SPECT
are the system resolution and scatter-photon contribu
tion. The effect of improving spatial resolution on
SPECT lesion contrast is shown in Fig. 3 for a uniform
spherical lesion. This was obtained by convolution with
the 3-D SPECT PSF. Note the rapid image contrast
improvement for small lesions with decreasing FWHM
values.

SPECT lesion detectability. Detection of lesions in
SPECT imaging depends on the lesion contrast (sig
nal-to-background) relative to the reconstruction photon
noise, averaged over a lesion-sized area, divided by the
local background level. A requirement that a lesion of
given size and contrast be detectable in a circular object

with background of uniform activity is provided when
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sponse coupled with the human psychovisual response.
With a decreasing FWHM, the minimum detectable
lesion size would decrease for the same photon count, or
fewer photon countswould be required for detection of
lesions of the same size. These are the mechanisms by
whieh a noncircular orbit allows detection of small and
large lesions without increasing the imaging time.

Uniformity.CommonSPECTartifactsare rings
caused by the systematic nonuniform projection sensi
tivity. The usual method of compensation is to acquire
a correction flood to be used for multiplicative uniformity
correction (5). Sources of inaccuracy are: (a) flood
source inhomogeneities, (b) mismatch of scatter condi
tions, (c) collimator nonuniformity, (d) nonuniformity
of detector's point source sensitivity, (e) detector non
linearity, (f) ADC nonlinearity, (g) random noise in the
correction data.

A multiplicative uniformity correction compensates
for (c) and (d). Colsher and Muehllehner (9) have shown
that, with a noise-free correction matrix, multiplicative
correction entirely removes the ring artifacts caused by
(e) and (0@ almost without resolution loss. We have
observed that a mismatch between the scatter conditions
in the flood and patient result in significant artifacts. In
principle the nonuniformity of a detector that has perfect
energy resolution would be independent of the scatter
conditions. However, with detectors of finite energy
resolutionwehaveobservedthat,toreduceringartifacts,
head imaging requires 2.5 cm of scattering medium in
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FIg. 3. Improvement of lesion contrast with decrease In system
resolution FWHM,calculated by convolution of spherical lesion of
uniform activity with Gaussian PSF.

the following inequality is satisfied (3):

b D 3/2

Cr d/2
C0 .@@ <SF> > k .@ . f(r)

where C0 = lesion object contrast; d lesion diameter;
D = object diameter; FWHM system resolution;
Cr(d/FWHM) = lesion contrast reduction factor; (SF)
= average scatter fraction; NT = total photon counts in

a slice; b = noise coefficient, approximately 0.7; f(r)
radial variation of rms noise; and k threshold S/N
ratio of lesion-to-background to guard against statistical

false alarm. The Cr (d/FWHM) denotes a function of
dandFWHM.

A detectability curve of a spherical lesion in a uniform
background 30 cm in diameter is given in Fig. 4, ac
cording to the equation, as a function of the lesion size
for FWHM = 12.5 mm, <SF> 60%, k 4, and NT
= 1 million. The figure also shows the curve for the

contrast reduction factor due to spatial resolution. Note
the increasing departure of SPECT detectability from
the ideal photon-limited case with decreasing lesion size.
This is due to finite spatial resolution. Thus resolution
improvements lead to better detection of small lesions
by narrowing this gap. Improved resolution also aids
detection of large lesions by providing sharper edge re

I
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FIG.4. SPECTlesiondetectabilityandcontrastreductionfactordue
to spatialresolutionforspericallesioninbackgroundof uniform
activity, 30 cm In diameter.
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front of and behind a liquid flood to match the scatter
conditions, while body imaging requires 5 cm of such
medium in front ofand behind the flood. This procedure
has the advantage of smoothing the inhomogeneities in
the flood source. The remaining source of ring artifacts
is the random noise in the flood matrix. This can be re
ducedonlybyacquiringsufficientcountsinthecorrec
tion flood.

The above correction procedure is not adequate for the
center region because of the strong tendency of artifact
amplification near the image center (5). According to
our simulation, the noncircular orbit achieved by com
bination of rotational and translational motions shows
a large decrease in the uniformity artifact at the image
center (by a factor as much as 20) as well as a reduction
by a factor of two in the off-center ring artifacts (1). This
uniformity improvement would not occur if the noncir
cular orbit is achieved by changing only the rotation
radius during the scan.

SPECT SYSTEM

The SPECT system used in our experiments was a
gamma camera* mounted on an orbiting C-arm gantry
and interfaced to a computer. This is an integrated
SPECT system with array processor for fast recon
structions, 750K bytes of image memory, and a 27 Me
gabyte hard disk.

The camera has a 51 X 37 cm rectangular field of
view. The rectangular detector is desirable in SPECT to
permit use of the entire axial extent of the detector
without truncation of the projection. The detector's
spatial and energy resolutions were 4.1 mm FWHM and
11.7% FWHM. The detector has magnetic shields to
reduce the angular variation of the detector uniformity.
Measurement of regional sensitivity fluctuation with
angle showed less than 1%variation (the statistical ac
curacy of the measurement) over the entire detector
surface.

The SPECT computer controls both the rotational and
translational motions, with feedback from the position

and state of the SPECT system. The angle feedback is
used by the reconstruction software to correct small
(Â±1/16Â°)angleerrorsduringrotation,andfornoncir
cular orbits the translation feedback is used to determine
the translation amount to an accuracy of Â±0.07cm. Both
translational and rotational motions were performed
simultaneously, so there was no change in the total
imaging time. All our images used 128 X 128 format,
reconstructed from 120 equally spaced angular views of
128 X 128 matrix over 360Â°.The pixel size for acquisi
tion and reconstruction was 2.92 mm square. The re
constructionsusedback-projectionof filteredprojections
with a noniterative Chang's method for attenuation
compensation. Reconstruction times per slice were 13
sec for 128 X 128 with 120 angles.

The location of the central ray as a function of angle
was very important. Deviations of central ray locations
among 120 projection views in our system had a maxi
mum ofO.75 mm (1/4pixel) and an rms deviation of 0.5
mm (0.15 pixel). At each angular position it was sys
tematic and reproducible, causing 6â€”7%level streak
artifacts and 0.3 mm loss of resolution without central
ray correction. The SPECT system compensates for this
by imaging a line source at 120 angles over 360Â°and
using the deviations to shift the projection central ray
before back-projection. The method is accurate to 0.03
mm (0.01 pixel). This eliminates the resolution loss and
reduces the level of streak artifact to below 1%. This
procedure is automatic for all reconstructions. Cali
bration is performed on a biweekly basis. The central-ray
correction did not have an axial dependence.

The axis of rotation was leveled to Â±0.0005Â°accuracy.
Measurements showed that it stayed level to this accu
racy during rotation and translation along the AreaScan
track.

All data were acquired with Tc-99m. The correction
flood had 120 million counts in 128 X 128 image format.
It was acquired with 15% energy window with 5 cm of
scattering material in front of and behind the flood. A
high resolution collimator was used for all measure
ments. No processing was performed on the correction
matrix. We have seen no evidence of fluctuations in the
correction matrix from detector drift over 2-wk pe
nods.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compared the circular and noncircular SPECT
images for the following phantoms with Tc-99m
source:
1. Line sources in water
2. Nonradioactive rods of 6,8,10,12,14, and 16 mm di

ameters in a uniform-activity cylinder 22 cm in di
ameter.

3. Jaszczak SPECT phantom
4. Alderson liven phantom with 1.7 cm and 2.3 cm

nonradioactive spherical lesions.
An elliptical detector orbit was used for convenience. The
first three measurements compared a circular orbit 40

cm in diameter with a 40 X 30 cm elliptical orbit, and the
liver phantom compared a 42-cm circular orbit with a
42 X 31 cm elliptical. All orbit diameters were measured

from the collimator face.
Resolutionimprovements.Bringingthe detector 5 cm

closer to the phantom would produce a 2.5 mm im
provement in projection resolution, according to Fig. 2.
We therefore expect horizontal resolution improvements
of this order. We imaged five Tc-99m capillary tubes in
a water bath 22 cm in diameter. The positions of the
tubes and the resolutions measured in the horizontal
direction are shown in Table 1. The resolution FWHM
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TABLE1. HORIZONTALSPATI
MEASURED(FWHMALINRESOLUTIONMM)Location

EllipticalorbitCircularorbit(X,
Y) INCM 30 cm X 40 cm40 cm X 40 cm Cylindrical

lesionContrast
measuredRelativeEllipticalCirculardiameterorbitorbitcontrast(mm)30

cm X 40 cm40 cm X 40 cmincrease
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TABLE2. MEASUREDSPECTLESION
CONTRASTIMPROVEMENTSIN ELLIPTICAL

ORBITOVERCIRCULARORBIT

(0, 0) 12.0 14.2
(5,0) 12.0 14.6
(7.5,0) 11.9 14.3
(0,5) 10.0 12.1
(0, 7.5) 9.1 10.5

HRcollimator

6 0.20

8 0.35
10 0.40
12 0.55
14 0.52

<0.07
0.27
0.33
0.42
0.52

2.8
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.0

Lesions located at 7.5 cm from image center on short
elliptical axis embedded in uniform activity 22 cm in diam
eter.

improvements ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 mm. The center
point resolution for the 40 cm circular orbit was 14.2 mm
FWHM compared with 12.0 mm FWHM for the 40 X
30 cm ellipse. The FWTMs were 27.2 mm and 22.8 mm,
respectively, with FWTM/FWHM ratios of 1.9.

Confrast and uniformity improvement. The resolution
improvement will be reflected in the SPECT lesion
contrast as higher-amplitude signals for small lesions and
sharper edges for large lesions. For the contrast mea
surements we imaged nonradioactive 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

mm in diameter, located at the same five positions within

a uniform activity cylinder of 22 cm in diameter, as

shown in Table 1. To obtain enough counts to measure
contrast, and to test stringently the uniformity im
provements, we integrated the reconstruction axially.

The total counts/slice were 25 million with slices 4.38
cm thick.

The reconstructions of the rods are shown in Fig. 5.
With elliptical orbit the image shows four of the five 6
mm rods (top left) with no clear ring artifacts, whereas
the circular orbit has a strong artifact at the center and
only three of the five rods are visible. All fiveof the 8 mm
rods are seen clearly with the elliptical orbit, whereas in
the circular orbit they show in diffuse contrast with a ring
artifact near the center, interfering with contrast at the
center rod. The peripheral rods have visibly higher
contrast and better shape definition with the elliptical
orbit. For 10 mm and larger rods, both orbits allow de
tection of all five rods. However, the main difference
between images from circular and elliptical orbits is
again that the elliptical orbit shows better contrast, edge
sharpness, and shape definition free of ring artifact,
whereas the circular orbit tends to show with ring anti
facts.

Quantitative measurements of contrast were made by
inspecting a profile cutting through a lesion. The rod
located at 7.5 cm vertical distance from the center was

FIG. 6. Comparisonof Tc-99m SPECTimagesof Jaszczaknon
radioactive-rod phantom between elliptical (VD 30 cm, HD 40
cm)and cwcular orbit(diam = 40 cm). Rod diameters ineach section
are 4.9, 6.4, 7.9, 9.5, 11.1, and 12.7 mm, with rods, center-to-center
distances twice rod diameter ineach section. Notepenetration of
spoke detail to image center with elliptical orbit.

FIG. 5. Con@parisonof Tc-99m SPECTimagesof different-sized
nonradioactiverods(diameters6 mmto 16 mmat 2 mmincre
ments), located at positions shown inTable 1, between elliptical orbit
(VD 30 cm, HD = 40 cm) and circular orbit (diam 40 cm).
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lesions. Transverse section images are shown in Fig. 7,
along with planar viewsand a phantom picture. The slice
thickness was 6.4 mm with an average of 1.2 million
counts/slice. The first slice was taken through the bot
tom of the 2.3-cm lesion. The second and fifth slices are
cutting through the center of the 2.3-cm and 1.7-cm le
sions, respectively. Both orbits clearly visualize the le
sions, but the elliptical gives the lesions better contrast
and shapedefinition. In the fifth slicethe contrastof the
1.7 cm lesion is clearly better with the elliptical orbit. The
nonradioactive foci in the fifth and sixth slices at the
location of the 2.3 lesion are the images of the nod (9.6
mm diam) supporting 2.3 cm lesion sphene.It is visual
ized better with the elliptical orbit.

CONCLUSION

We have compared improvements of SPECT image
quality between a 40 X 30 cm elliptical orbit and an
equivalent circular orbit 40 cm in diameter. We have
experimentally demonstrated improvements in resolu
tion, contrast, edge definition, and uniformity. Also, we
extractedquantitativeinformationon the basicimaging
parameters such as image resolution and lesion contrast
from the SPECT image data. Resolution improvements
(FWHM) were I.5â€”2.5mm. Contrast improvements
were 20â€”30%for small lesions.The edges of large lesions

TRANSVERSE SPECT IMAGES CONVENTIONAL IMAGES
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FIG.7. ComparIsonsof Tc-99mSPECT
slice Images of Alderson liver phantom
between elliptical(VD= 31 cm. HD 40
cm) and circular (diam 42 cm) orbits.
Liver phantom had two nonradloactiVe
spherical lesions of diameters 1.7 cm and
2.3 cm each, as shown In phantom phe
tograph. Six contiguous SPECT slices of
6.4 mm thickness cut throu@i volume
contak*)gtwo lesionsas shownInanterior
and posterior conventional projection Im
ages.

chosen for profile inspection. Contrast measurements
from the rods located at 5 cm radius and the center were
unreliable because of the ring artifacts in the circular
orbit. Average backgrounds near the peripheral rod were
determined and the minimum count level within the area
of the rod was measured. They were used to determine
the contrast factors with varying rod size. The contrast
improvements measured for different nod sizes are
summarized in Table 2.

Jaszczak SPECF phantom. The Jaszczak phantom
has six sectorsof nonradioactivenodsin a radioactive
background 22 cm in diameter, with rod separation
(center-to-center) twice the nod diameter. The rod di
ameters are 4.9, 6.4, 7.9, 9.5, 11.1, and 12.7 mm. The
reconstructions are shown in Fig. 6. Both images have
five million total counts. The elliptical orbit clearly shows
improved contrast and resolution. The 7.9 mm sector
(11.30o'clock)isvisiblein the ellipticalorbit, but not in
the circular orbit, except the edge rods. The entire 9.5
mm sector is cleanlyseen with the elliptical orbit, but the
circular orbit nearly loses the inner three nods.The 11.1
and 12.7 mm rods show better contrast and edge
sharpness for the noncircular orbit. Notice the pene
tration of the spoke detail to the image center in the el
liptical orbit.

Liverphantom.An Aldersonlivenphantom was im
aged with 1.7 cm and 2.3 cm spherical nonnadioactive

CIRCULAR ELLIPTICAL PHANTOM
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were better defined and crisper. The elliptical orbit
showed no detectable uniformity artifacts and allowed
reliable interpretation of the SPECT reconstruction at
the center. All improvements were achieved without
increasing the noise in the reconstruction, with no in
crease in processing time, and with no increase in the

imaging time. In the clinical situation other sources of
SPECT image degradation (such as organ motion)
should be considered carefully.

* Technicare Omega 500.
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